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1 Introduction 

This report outlines work undertaken to investigate pricing 
arrangements in the dairy industry. The basic tool for the work was the 
model Orani-f-mUk a forecasting version of the Orani general equilibrium 
model of the Australian economy with dis aggregated farm milk and 
manufacturing milk industries. The formation of the dlsaggregated milk 
industry database is described in Johnson {l991}. The theory used to 
develop the equation system of Oraru-f-milk is the same as that used for 
Orani and Is outlined in Dixon. Pannenter. Powell and Vincent (DPSV). 
1982 and Parmenter (I9B8). 

This paper discusses the effect of long-term changes to milk pricing 
arrangements. The Issues inveStigated were the effect on the 
macro economy. on industries in general and on the milk based industries 
in partIcular of. 

a. Changes to Commonwealth marketlng arrangements 
b. Changes to state marketing arrangements. 
c. A range of values for farm milk supply and household demand 
elasticities. 

In the remW.nder of this section we briefly outline the structure of the 
Orani-f-milk model. In section 2 we outline the interpretation of the 
dairy marketing arrangements and the method of calculating the implicit 
fann milk supply and household demand elasticities in Orani-f-milk. The 
proposed changes are interpreted as simulations of the Orani-f-mUk 
model in section 3 and the results of computer Simulations presented 
and discussed in section 4. The final section contains a summary of the 
work and a discussion of future work. 

1.1 A brief discussion of Orani-f-mllk 

Oraru-f-milk is a computable general eqUilibrium model of the Australian 
economy. In this model the interactions of 127 domestic industries 
(including 16 concerned with the dairy industry) producing 129 
conlmodltles. 129 imported commodities, 151 factors of production 00 
classes of labour. 127 classes of capital and 14 types of agrlcultura11and), 
and 4 final demand categorIes are dIstinguIshed. 
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The Interactlons are represented by linear equations which describe the 
percentage change in endogenous variables in terms of percentage 
changes in the exogenous variables and model parameters. In total the 
equations fonn a simultaneous system in which there are many more 
variables than equations. Consequently in order to solve the model an 
enVironment must be set in which suffiCient variables are exogenous so 
that the remaining endogenous variables can be determined. 

The linear equations in Orani-f-milk have been derived from a 
comprehensive theory of agent behaviour - for instance consumers are 
presumed to maximize utility subject to a budget constraint and 
producers are presumed to select inputs to minimize theIr costs and 
select outputs to maximize their revenue. This theory enables the 
definition of five groups of equations: 
(I) equations describing household and other final demands for 
commodities: 
(lI) equations descrIbing industry demands for primary factors and 
intermediate inputs: 
(ili) pricing equations setting pure profits from all activities to zero; 
(Iv) market clearing equations for primary factors and commodities: 
and 
(v) miscellaneous definitional equations, eg equations defining GDP. 
aggregate employment and the consumer price index. 

1be equations use data from the input-output tables of the Australian 
economy_ The input-output tables deSCribe the values of all commodities. 
both domestic and Imported used by each Industry. the values of primary 
factor inputs to each Industry for the production of goods and for the 
building of capital. and the values of sales of e:tch industry to all other 
industries and to the four categories of final demand. 

Results from the Orani-f-milk model show the percentage change In 
endogenous variables. When the model is used in comparative static mode 
the simulations compare the percentage changes in the endogenous 
variables between a shocked situation (where the percentage change in 
some exogenous Variables take particular values) and an unshocked 
situation (where the percentage changes in all exogenous variables are 
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zero) at some time in the future. The time over which the changes occur 
depends on the settings of various variables. For instance in long and 
medium run closures we allow suffiCient time for investment to change 
the amount of the capital stock available for use by industry. For short run 
situations Investment may occur but there is not sufficIent time for the 
changed capacity to be brought into use. 

When the model is used in forecasting mode we calculate percentage 
changes in endogenous variables between a base year and some year in 
the future. In forecasting the exogenous variables must represent all tile 
external influences on the economy over the period of the forecast. 

In the simulations reported here we use Orani-f-milk in comparative 
static mode over the medium term (say 5 years). Appendix 1 discusses 
how the Oranl-f-mUk model is adapted for comparative static mode. 

2 Methodology 

2.1 Interpretation of the dab:y marketing arrangements 

2.1.1. Modification of the Kerin plan. 

Under the Kerin plan a levy is imposed on all milk produced and used to 
support the export of manufactured milk products. Modifications to the 
scheme may be modelled by imposing a tax on mUk exports and a subsidy 
on production of milk. 

The imposition of export subsidies is modelled in Orani-f-mIlk1 using an 
equation which defines the foreign currency price of exports and is of the 
form, 

(2.1) 

1 Dertvatlon of this and other equations from Oraru-f-mUk is fully descrtbed tn DPSV 
(1982). 
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where pet 1 is the foreign ~urrency f.o. b price of exports of good 1. $ Is the 
exchange rate. pt41 Is the power of tax or subSidy2 on exports. pOI.4 is the 
price of good lIn domestic currency and Z4t is the share of the value of 
exports at basic prices of exports at purchasers prices. The margins 
tenns tn equation 2.1 are likely to be very small and are ignored in the 
discussion in this report. The variables in equation 2.1 and in all 
subsequent equations in this report unless otherwise stated. are shown In 

lower case denoting percentage change form. Note that a tax on the 
domestic price of exports is positive in equation 2.1 while a subsidy is 
negative. We assume that the subsidy Is in place in the bas.e case. We 
model its reduction by imposing an export tax. 3 

The subsidy is paid by a levy on all milk production. The levy on the siX 
farm milk Industries Is also applied as a commodity tax using an equation 
which expresses the purchasers price in tenns of the basic price. The 
equation is. 

where p1t.j is the price of good i to industry j (Ie the purchasers price), 
pOi is the price of good 1 (Ie the basic price) and ptl iJ and Pt2i.J are the 
powers of taxes on the intermediate demand for commodity i from 

2 Taxes or subsidies on commodities may be imposed as a percentage of the value of 
demand, as quantity restrfcUons on the level of trade or as a specific tax on the prJce of the 
good. Tariffs are a common fonn of lmport tax which are nonnally imposed ad valorem 
which means as a percentage on the value of the commodity. TIle relationship between the 
different fonns of commodJty tax or subsidy may be illustrated as follows; 
Suppose Ph is price of a traded {;ood at bastc values (Ie before the imposition of margins and 
taxf.'s) and Pp its price after the imposiUon of taxes and margins (frequently lmown as 
pu"chasers prices).1ben 1fT Is an ad valorem tax. 
Pp = Pb.(1 +(T 1100)) 
In percentage changes this becomes 
Pp. = Pb.+ t* 
wbere t* is known as the power of the tax and 
t* = (D(I+(T/lOO)))/{l+(T/lOO)). 
Suppose we wish to reduce the tarJff on a commodity from 30% of value to 5% of value. 
t* = ((1+(5/100))-(l+(30/100)}/(l+(30/100)) = -.1923 
The power of the tax required to lower the tariff is 19.23%. 

3 Suppose we have a fOreJgn price of $850 per tonne of butter. The domesUc producer 
receives price support of 18% through the levy. We assume that the levy Is already imposed 
in the database and we want to sImulate the effect of its removal. The price to domestic 
producers is 850*1.18 equals $1000 per tonne. We wish to simulate the removal of thIS 
subsidy and return the price to domestic producers to the export price. The tax required 
would be 15.3% ({1-1.18}/1.18).lOO). 
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industry j. A tax on the basic price is positive while a subsidy is negative. 
The parameter Z1t.j is the share of the commodity at basic prices in the 
purchasers price of commodity i from source s to ind.ustry j~ As With 
equation 2.1 the margins terms are likely to be small and are ignored in 

the discussion which follows. 

We simulate the effect of the removing the levy by applying a producers 
subsidy using pt1l.J (pt11.j will be negative). The subsidy increases the 
basic price of good i relatlve to the purchasers prlce4• The term pt2t,J is 
used for simulating the effect of changes to state pricing arrangements. 

2.1.2 Reforms to state pricing arrangements 

State pricing arrangements in the dairy industry operate prinCipally 
through a two price scheme. A methodology for modelling a change in 
assistance via a two price scheme is outlined in McDouga1l(1989). 

The two-priced scheme is implemented in two main ways in Australian 
states. In Victori~ South Australia and Tasmania state authorities operate 
a pooling arrangement while in New South Wales, Queensland and 
Western Australia the authorities operate a quota scheme. Both of these 
arrangement are modelled using commodity taxes albeIt with different 
efft:!cts. 

Pooling 

For the states which pool returns to farmers from the fluid and nonfluid 
milk markets we use an amended interpretation of McDougall's 
methodology. The price of farm milk destlned for the fluId milk market 
is artifiCially raised by the two--priced scheme whereas the prices of sales 
destined for nonfluid usage are largely determined by export prices. The 
two-price scheme Is visualised as a subsidy on sales to fluid milk 
manufacturers and a tax on sales to nonfluid manufacturers. We Simulate 
the removal of the pooling arrangements by applying a tax (equivalent to 
removing the subsidy) to the fanngate price of fluid milk and a subsidy 

4 Suppose the levy is 2 cents per litre and the average pool price (fanners price) is 25 cents 
per litre. Usiog the tenus used in footnote 2, Tis (2/25).100 or 8%. The power of the tax 
requJred to remove this levy Is UI-O.92/0.92}.lOO or 8.7%. 
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(equivalent to removing the tax) to the fanngate price of nonfluid milks. 
Since the two price scheme is revenue neutral to industries outside the 
milk sector the shocks applied to the commodity tax variables are 
constrained by the following relationship. 

(2 .. 3) 

where pt21,fand Sj,f are respectively the power of the tax on farm milk 

sales to the fluid milk manufacturers and the share of these sales in total 
farm mllk sales for commodity i. pt2i.n and Sl.n are the power of the tax 
on the sales of fann mint to the four nonfluid manufacturers (butter and 
associated products. cheese and associated products, ice cream and 
associated products. and manufactured milk products not elsewhere 
classIfied) and the share of these sales In total fann mllk sales of 
commodity i. 

Using equation 2.3 we defme hit the percentage change In the wedge 

between the subsidised and unsubsidised price, 

(2.4) 

and hence the tax shocks to the flUid and nonfluid milk prices may be 
calculated as (hj.St,n) and (hi,Sl.d respectively for each state. 

Under the pooling arrangements farmers receive a price which is the 
average of the price received from fluid and nonfluid milk weighted by 
their respp!!tive shares in state production. We calculate the subSidy 
necessary to raise the purchasers price of milk sold to the nonfluld 
manufacturing milk industries towards the pooled milk price. In equation 
2.4 Pt2iJ is positive for nonfluid prices. 

We also calculate the tax required to reduce the purchasers price of sales 
of farm milk to the fluid milk industry towards the pooled price. In this 
case pt21.j is negative in equation 2.4. 

5 Wilcox and Bardsley (1990 page 7) use a similar Interpretation of the effect of the two price 
(or blended prtce as they call it) scheme. 
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Quotas 

The imposition of quotas on fluId mllk is equivalent to the provision of a 
notional subsidy to quota holders (fluid milk producers) by government. 
The database implicItly contains these notional subsIdies and we wish to 
model the effect of remoVing them. This is achieved by applying a tax to 
the purchases of the appropriate fluld milk industries (ie to the fluId milk 
Industries in New South Wales, Queensland andWestem Australia) using 
equation 2~4~ 

We retain the same equation structure for the quota states as for the 
pooling states and impose the tax by reinterpreting Si,£. hi and Sl,n have 
the same meaning as for the pooling states but S1J is set to zero to force 
pt21•n to zero. As for pooling states the shocks on fluid milk prices. pt2iJ. 

are positive. 

The subsidy is notionally paid by government. To maintain revenue 
neutrality we simulate the removal of the notional government payment6. 

2.2 Sensitivity to parameter settings 

2.2.1 Household demand elasticities 

In the standard specification of the Orani-f model the price elasticities of 
household demand. ~j. may be deduced from an equation including 
household expenditure elasacities. £J • the average budget shares, ShJ ' 

and the Frisch parameter,F 7, 

6 Ideally the reduction in govem:~lent spending. (demand) would be applied to the various 
state governments but since state governments are not identified in Orani-f-mUk we apply 
an aggregated shock to the Australian govenment. The value of the shock to government 
demand is calculated as follows: 
In the data base government demand is $22685m(GDP is $119197m). The value of the 
subsidy to the NSW fluId mIlk industry Is znsw% of NSW production ($1 1 1.5m). to the Qld 
flUid mllk tndustIy zqld% QId production ($82.2m) and to the WA fluid milk industry it is 
z.wa% ofWA production ($B3.4m). The total subsidy is $(znsw.lll.5+zqld.82.2+ZWa.33.4) 
·rtt~~ appropriate shock to ·other govemment outlays is; 
shock = subsidy/22685 = (znsw·ll1.5+zqld.82.2+Zwa,.33.4)/22685 
The values of the zs are calculated from Table 3.1. For instance in simulation C. Znsw = 
({37.73/(22.83*1.1))-U*lOO =0 502% The shock is 0.479% for simulatlon C~ forD it is 0.424% 
and for E 1t is 0.376%. 

7 The equation is derived by Frisch. lC~~9 and relates price elasticities to expenditure 
elasticities In the context of an additive utility specification. DPSV (1982. pIgS) discusses 
the use of this equation in Orcml. 



The expenditure elasticities 9 are estimated from the ratio of the 
marginal budget share PJ to the average budget share ShJ

8• 

9 

In the proposed simulations a range of values will be chosen for the PJ's 

for the ten manufactured mllkproducts to produce the desired values of 
the 'J'~' h'!e own price elasticities of demand. The Pj'S are calculated from 
the ~i~'. the average budget shares ShJ and the FriSch parameter by some 

manipulation of the two equations above. 

2.2.2 Fann milk supply elasticities 

State farm milk supply is determined in Orani-f from a nested production 
system. 10 The farm supply elash\... I. t.r may be deduced by solving the 
problem which minimises themtx of inputs sUQJect to a given level of 
output. Higgs (I986. p240-254) derives the output equations. They are. 

where x.t is the output of commodity j. Pj is the price of commodity j~ Srp 

Is the share of factor payments in the industry 1's total costs (note that 
Industry j produces only one commodity. commodity j). Srr is the share of 
fixed factors in total factor payments and O'J is the elasticity of substitution 

between primary factors. The other terms include wages. rentals rates for 
capital. and prices of irtennedlate inputs. 

8 See Tulpule and Powell .(1978. pI3) for the derivation of this equation. 

9 Using the fonnula for a quadratic equation the roots to this equation are: 
flJ = -O.5((Shj-F -1) ± Shj.FV( 1-1/1Shj-F))2_4.tY(ShJ.F))) 

10 The nested itystem is descIibedpictorially in Higgs (1986. p9) and In detail in DPSV 
(1982. p90-96) 
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Higgs shows that the implicit long terrr~ supply elastiCitles.eJ may be 

calculated from the factor substitution elasticity and the two share terms 
using the fonnula. 

The two share terms Sfp and Sa- are data so the supply elasticities depend 

on the factor substltutione1asticities. We vazy the factor substitution 
elasticities ina way appropriate I... " . f, V~~ the deSired values for the 
supply elasticities. 

3 Descr1ptiP:& ofslmulatlons 

3.1 Shocks to simlli; ~teabolition of the Kerin plan 

The feature of the KennPlan of concern here is the imposition of a levy 
on all domestic production to support the price of manufactured dairy 
products sold on export markets. The impost on production is 2 cents 
per litre!1 In Table3.l we show the percentage reduction in the farmgate 
price of sales to the fluid and nonfluid markets effected by removing the 
levy in the six states. 

The fanngate price of milk sold to fluid markets in each of the six states 
in 1989/90 is shown in row 1 and for nonfluid markets in row 2. The 
benefit to export production of support payments from funds raised by 
the levy depends on the export price and varies from year to year. The 
level of market support to the ASIC milk industries in 1989/90 is shown 
in row 7 and averages 16°Al. We calculate the appropriate shocks to the 
power of the export tax in equation 2.1 to reduce this support by 
11/16ths corresponding to new market support of 50/0 of the export 
price. The appropriate shocks to the power of the export tax for each of 
the export industries (pt4j in equation 2.1 ) is shown in row 8. 

11 The Ie. 1991 p3 states in 1988-89. the levy was set at the maximum tate of 45 cents per 
kilogram of milk fat or around 2 cents per litre'. 
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The shock to tbepower of the producers tax {pt1i.j in equation 2.2} is 
shownm row 5 for flu1d sales and in row:6 for nonfiu1dsales. 

3.2 Shocks to Simulate abolition of state pricing arrangements. 

The necessary shocks to commodity tax variables toslrnulate the removal 
of the state marketing arran:gements are calculated in Table 3.2 .. The 
situation applicable to each of the six state farm milk industries is shown 
in columns 1 to6of the table~ The six states are arranged in two ,groups 
corresponding to the two .methods of implementlngthe marketing 
arrangements. The first three states. Victoria. South Australia and 
Tasmania employ pooling mechanisms and the second three states. New 
South Wales. gueensland and Western Australia operate quota schemes .. 

The first two rows ·of Table 3.2 show the volume of farm milk sold to fluid 
.milk manufactmers and t-o nontlu1dmanufacturers in 1989/90. Rows 3 
and 4 show the estimated average farrogate price of milk for fluid and 
nonfluid use4 From this information in rows 5 and 6 we calculate the 
shares ·of milk sold for fluid and nonfiuid usage in each state. 

We consider four situations in regard to .changed state marketing 
arrangements; where the fluid price retains the present premium of 
about )00/0 above the nonfluid price. where it -commands a 20% premium 
above the nonfluld price. where it ·commands a 100..1> premium above the 
nonfluid price and where the new fluid and nonfluid prices are equalised4 
We calculate .approprtate shocks far both pooling and quota states to 
bring about the latter three situations. 

No shocks are required to model theftrst situation but we use equation 
2.4 to ensure that the prices to flwdand nanfluid purchasers will be 
locked at the current premium for fluid milk (hI is set at zero and 
consequently Pt21J Is also zero). 

The appropriate shocks for the last three situations for the pooling states 
are :shown in rows 1 and8~ rows 11 and 12 and rows 15 and 16. Rows 1. 
11 and 15 are the shocks for the power of the tax on sales to fluid milk 
markets sufficient to reduce the flUid milk price to theapproprtate level. 
RowsB.. 12 and 16ar-e the shocks for the power of the tax on sales to 
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nonnJid milk markets sufficIent to increase the nonfluld m1lk price :to 
the appropriate level. Rows.9" 13 and 17 show the v:alue lof the wedge i(hj 

inequatlon 2.4). Rows 10. 14 and IBconcem the shocks to the 'quota 
states :and will be discussed later .. 

In the ·case of rows 7 to 10 the fluid price is 20Q1> above the nonflwd 
price. In the ,case of rows 12 to 14 tbefiuid price is 10% above the 
nonflmd prlce and in the case of ,rows 15 to 1:8 the fluid and nonfluid 
pnce areequallsed.12 

in New South Wales. Queensland andWestem Australia farm milkretums 
are not pooled but quotas are applied to theproductlon ·of milk for fluid 
markets. The effect of the ,quotas .is to raiseprlces iby4J5% in New South 
Wales. '52% in Queensland ,and 47010 in Western Australia. We calculate the 
shocks to the fluid milkpnce necessary toz:educe It to a premium 20 
percent above the nonfluid mIlk price. These shocks ~(to Pt21.j in 

equation 2.4) are shown !in row 10. Similarly in TOWS 14 we show the 

shocks necessary to reduce (the fluid price to a pr.emium 10% ,above the 

nonfluid price and in row 18 we show the shocks required toequallse 
the fluid and nonfluid prices. 

3..3 Household demand and Farm mllk supply elasticIties 

;In the simulations 'we use three different s~tsof values for household 
demand for the ten manufactured milk products ,and three different sets 
of values for farm milk. supply ,elasticities. The three household demand 

i2Tbe ,calculation ·of thrapproprIate shock is made ;as follows, Under theexistfng 
aITangementswhichare embodied In the :base data, a 'volume ,of farm milk Vm is ~sdld :at 
;price iPmO tOrlon..;fiWd usage.and another volume orrann milk VI:iS sold ,at price Pfo to 
flUid markets in !eachstate. We wlsh:tocalcu1ate the taxes n.and 'TIn which wID ;cause ,a new 
fluid )price PIl to be 'some proportion. Aof anew non.:fluid price. Pm!. Where prices are 
'equalised ,as in ,a poolingsituatlon A will be ,one. The 'volumes ,of fluid and non .. fluid mflk 
remain the same and total revenue .is 'constant. Algebraically we write. 
iPf! =A.:Pml. 
,PI! = PIO~Tf.Pml =P.mO. Tm 
PIO.VI + Pmo.Vm = Prl.Vf + Jm"tl·Vm 
Therefore 
:Eml= ;(PiO.v'f+Pmo.Vm :)I,~VI + Vm). 
'I'm:: ~(PIO.V'f+ Pmo.Vm ill(A.Vf + Vm).PmQ.and 
'iff = ,(PIO.VI + :Pmo.Vm h~(Vf+ i{Vm/A)).'PIO. 
Ustpg ithese ,equatlons.:and ;appropr1ate values for A we ,calculate the values forTmandTf. 
''The sbocl$isto the powers \Of ltbe tarllTs. tIn ,and itf may :beca1culated using rthe ;fonnula. 
:tm=itrm - ll).aOO,andtf=:(If - iL).lOO 

j 

l 
j 
; 
j 
I 
j 
.! 
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settings are referred to as high. medium and low. In the high settlng the 
own price household demand elasticity is -0.2 for fluid milk and -0.6 for 
nonfluid milk products. Under the medium setting the own price 
household demand elastlcity is -0.15 for fluid milk and .. 0.25 for nonfluld 
milk products and -0.1 for fluid milk and -0.2 for nonfluid milk products 
under the low setting. Table 3.3 shows the marginal budget shares 
corresponding to the desired own price demand elasticities for each of 
the state manufacturing mIlk industries. 

The three farm milk supply settings are also deSignated high. medium 
and low. In the high setting the own price farm milk supply elasticity is 
4.0 for all state farm milk industries. Under the medium setting it is 1.5 
and under the low setting 0.5. As described in section 2.3 the fcum milk 
supply elasticities for commodity j are implemented by varying the 
primary factor substitution elasticities for j. Table 3.4 shows the primary 
factor substitution elasticities corresponding to the deSired farm milk 
supply elastiCities for each of the state fann milk industries. 

3.4 Proposed Orani-f-milk Simulations 

We use the shocks descnbed In the sections above to undertake the 
simulations descrtbed in Table 3.5. The sImulations include four different 
settings of state arrangements. a change to the Commonwealth 
arrangements in which the support to exported milk products is reduced 
from an average of about 16°,1, to 5% and varying values for the household 
demand and farm milk supply elasticities. 

There are five sets of rows labelled 1 to 5 in Table 3.5 corresponding to 
the settings of state and Commonwealth arrangements. The first column 
of Table 3.5 desc;ribes the assumptions used for these arrangenlents. The 
second column of Table 3.5 shows the assumption concerning the farm 
mnk supply elasticities and columns 3 to 5 show the assumptions 
concernIng the household demand elasticities. 

Under the first set of arrangements. labelled 1, there is no change to the 
state arrangements from the current situation in which a premium of 
roughly 700,1, is paid for milk supplied to fluid manufacturers but the all 
milk levy is reduced so that support for exporters is reduced from an 

_ 
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average of 16% to 5% of the export price. We hold the fann price of milk 
sold to fluid manufacturers constant so all adjustment is forced on to 
nonfluid farm prices. Only one simulation. labelled A22. is undertaken 
with these marketing arrangements and the middle values of the farm 
milk supply and houseb:lld demand elasticities are assumed . 

The second setting of marketing arrangements. labelled 2, also entails 
the reduction of the export support from 16% to 5% and no change to 
the state marketing arrangements except that in this Simulation we allow 
both fluid and nonflutd prices to adjust. We undertake nine simulauons 
c01responding to all nine combinations of farm milk supply and 
household demand elastiCities. These simulations are labelled B11 

through to B33. 

In the third setting of marketing arrangements. labelled 3, we reduce the 
export support from 160/0 to 5% and modify the state marketing 
arrangements so that the premium of the price of farm milk sold to fluid 
manufacturers over the price of farm milk sold to nonfluid manufacturers 
is reduced to 20%. As for set 2 both fluid and nonfluid prices are allowed 
to adjust. We undertake only one simulation. C22 corresponding to the 
middle values of the farm milk supply and household demand elasticities. 

The fourth setting is the same as the third except that we assume only a 
10% premium for sales of milk to flUid manufacturers. The simulation, 
022 also employs the middle values for the farm milk supply and 
household demand elasticities. 

In the final set of simulations the price of farm Ill.!!k Sf ,{d to fillid and 
nonfluid manufacturers is equalised. Nine slmulatto1l6. labelled Ell 

through to E33 corresponding to all nine combinations of fann milk 
supply and household demand elasticIties are undertaken. 

4. Results 

There are two sets of tables containing the results of the simulations. In 
the first set. Tables 4.1 to 4.3, we compare the effect on industry and 
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macroeconomic variables of changes in state and Commonwealth 
marketing arangemements using our best estimates for the household 
demand and fann supply elasticities. In the second set. Tables 4.4 and 
4.5 we.show the effect of assuming different values for the household 
demand elasticity for fluId milk and the fann milk supply elasticIty of 
demand for two of the sets of marketing arrangements. 

The numbers reported in all tables 1 3 show the average annual percentage 
change in the value of the endogenous variable OabeUed in column 1) in 

the absence of changes to dairy industry arrangements and its value in 

the presence of the proposed changes in the dairy industry 
arrangements. The column headings label the relevant sImulation. 

Tables 4.1 to 4.3 have the same format. We show macroeconomic and 
aggregated industry results in Table 4.1. output effects on the milk 
industries In Table 4.2 and the effect on the fann mIlk prices in Table 
4.3. 

4.1 Simulation environment 

The sImulations are carried out under an environment in wr.ich the 
balance of trade Is fixed. We use the cpt as the numeralre. That is we 
select a value for the changes in the cpt (zero in these simulations) and 
all price and wage changes will move relatlve to it. 

There are several key assumptions that are likely to have an important 
impact on the results. These are ; 
.the longrun substitution elasticities between all factors is 1.28 
-the export demand elasticities for milk products are high. -20 
-the household demand elasticities for milk products are low. -.15 for 
flUid milk and -.25 for nonfluld milk products 
.the change in investment is equal to the change in capital stock for each 
indusUy 
·milk exports are endogenous 

13 The results shown in all tables have been obtained from a two step procedure. This was 
necessary to eUmfnate ltneansaUon errors which occurred as a result of very large changes 
in some variables. The problems arose in the equation detennlnlng exports. The method 
used to remedy lineartsatlon errors is outl1ned in Appendix 2. 
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-the export price for milk products Is endogenous 

4.2 Discussion of macroeconomic and industry results 

The effects on macro variables are generally small. This Is partly because 
the milk industries are a very small part of the economy (in the database 
they make up about 1% of gross product) but also because while the 
changes to prices and taxes alter resource allocation they do not alter the 
amount of real resources in the economy much. For simulations A22 and 
B22 in Table 4.1 the changes in real GDP are less than 0.01%. The 
changes in simulations C22 to E22 are somewhat larger. up to 0.04%. 
The greater falls in prices (see Table 4.3) in the last three simulations 
increases competitiveness (row 1) but With fixed balance of trade Is 
manifest in higher domestic living standards (wages. row 2 and 
consumption. row 5 increase) and Increased Investment (row 6). The 
increases in investment and consumption are considerably boosted by the 
fall in government expenditure since the government no longer has to 
raise income to subsidise the fluid milk industry in the three quota states. 

In all simulations the volumes of both exports and imports (rows 7 and 8) 
fall by much the same amount and since the balance of trade Is held 
constant there is little change in the tenns of trade (the weighted change 
In the price of exports less the weighted change in the price of imports. 
shown in row 9). 

WhUe the macroeconomic effects are small there are some substantial 
industry effects. In comparison to the changes in the other industry 
groups the falls in farm and manufacturing milk industries are large but 
because they have a small weighting in the aggregated industry groups 
the corresponding falls in the output of agriculture and food 
manufacturing are still small. The large falls in milk-based exports in a 
fixed balance of trade environment lead to output gainS for other 
exporters and import replacing industries such as Mining, TCF (which 
includes processed wool) and Transport eqUipment. The effects on the 
output of nontrading industries (Communications and transport. and 
Services) are minor. 
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For both industry and macroeconomic results the magnItude of the 
responses increases proportionately from simulation A22 through to E22-
as the severity of the changes to the marketing arangements are 
increased. 

4.3 Discussion of changes in Milk industIy output 

Table 4.2 shows the changes in output of the milk industries in each of 
the simulations. As in the industIy group results the largest responses in 
the milk industries o~curred in simulation E22 and the smallest in 

simulations A22 and B22. 

In general the change in output of the six fluid mllk Industries 'was 
smaller in all simulations than for the other milk industries. u\l"ge 
changes occur in the output of the three export related milk products 
industries- Butter. Cheese and Milk products nec. The effects on the 
farm milk industries were dependent on the shares of the manufacturing 
milk industries in their sales pattern. For state farm milk industries like 
VictOria and Tasmania which sell predominantly to exporting industries 
lUte Butter, Cheese and Milk products nec there were large changes 
while for those state farm milk industries which sell mainly to industries 
dependant on consumption expenditure the responses were muted. 

In Table 4.3 we present the changes in producers and purchasers prices 
for farm milk in each of the simulations. Producers prices (farmgate 
prices) of sales to fluid and non fluid milk manufacturers are not explicitly 
identified in the Orani-f-milk model. Appendix 3 shows that in all 
simulations the difference between the purchasers price and the 
producers price is the value of the levy. We also calculate the change In 
the pooled price for VIctoria. South Australia and Tasmania using the base 
period value shares shown in Table 3.2. 

In columns labelled A22 and B22 of Tables 4.2 and 4.3 we consider 
changes to the Commonwealth arrangements with no change to the state 
arrangements. In A22 we do not allow the changes to effect the price of 
farm mIlk sold to fluid manufacturers whereas in B22 the price of farm 
milk to fluid manufacturers is not quarantined. 
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In these two simulations most of the impact of the changes falls on the 
three manufacturing milk industries. Butter. Cheese and MUk products 
nec. The loss of the export subsidies results in a diversion of supplies 
a'~ay from the export market leadIng to a small rise in the export price. 
The very high export demand elasticities cause the small rise in price to 
produce a large fall in demand. Wh1le export prices rise the price of milk 
to domestic marltets falls but with low household demand elasticities for 
both flUid and nonfluld milk the fall In exports is not offset by much 
increase in domestic demand. The overall output of manufactured mnk 
rises marginally because although output of farms fall the increased sales 
to higher value markets outweighs the fall in farm supply. Among the 
three export oriented manufacturing industries the Butter Industry 
suffers large falls in output because its initial subSidies are greatest. 
OppOSing effects influence the other two export oriented manufacturing 
industries Cheese and Milk products nec. The diversion of farm mllk 
away from Butter leads to increases in the output of these industries 
although the smaller loss of export subsidies counteracts the increase in 
output. 

The small rise in output in the fluid milk industries in some states at.d in 

the ice cream industry occurs because there is some small domestic 
demand re~ponse to lower domestic prices not offset by any reduction in 
exports in these industries. Output falls in those states most reliant on 
Butter exports. Victoria and Tasmania. South Australia gains most because 
it speCialises in the production of Cheese. an export which benefits from 
the fall in demand for Butter. 

Note that in all these simulations no trade is allowed between states. The 
effects on state farm output may be considerably modified if substitution 
were allowed between states. 

The main effect of allowing the purch.asers price to fluid milk 
manufacturers to change, tn B22~ is to drive the fluid milk price down 
with the nonfiuld price. The output of the fluid mllk industries is 
somewhat stronger as might be expected With lower prices. 

In simulation C22 changes to the state arrangements occur in addition to 
those to the Commonwealth arrangements. The price of farm. milk to 
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fluid manufacturers Is allowed to fall to 200A> above that to nonflwd 
manufacturers. Because of the low demand elasticities the large falls in 

the price of fann milk sold to fluid manufacturers prompt much smaller 
increases in fluid milk output. However the deregulation prompts further 
falls In the output of the nonfluId manufacturing industry and hence In 

the output of the states producing for these markets (Victoria and 
Tasmania). Output also falls in the remaining pooling state. South 
Australia. By contrast output is virtually constant In the quota states. 
These results partly reflect the commodity composition of the sales and 
partly reflect the difference In the form of gov~mment tnteIVention. 

In the pooling states we imposed a fall in the price on the sales to fluid 
manufacturers ( Ie the removal of a subsidy) offset by an increase in the 
price of sales to nonfluid manufacturers (Ie the removal of an tax) leading 
to a small increase in the export price. Since a considerable proportion of 
nonfluid output Is sold on the highly elastic overseas market even quite a 
small price rise Is sufficient to produce further falls In output. Export 
milk products (Butter, cheese and mtlk products nee) all suffer further 
falls and consequently farm output from the most export Oriented states, 
Victoria. Tasmania aIl1d South Australia also suffer further falls. 

In South AustralIa while the fluid milk price falls by 18 percent the 
nonfluid price rises by 22 percent whereas In Victoria the fluid milk 
price falls by 21 percent and the nonflwd price falls by 2 percent. 
Applying these results to the base period prices indicated in Table 3.2 
shows that they are consistent with the assumptions of the simulations. 
They are explained as follows: 

In the pooling states the general effect of removing the state marketing 
arrangements is to allow the farmgate price of milk sold to nonfluid 
manufacturers to move up towards the pooled price whlle the fanngate 
price of milk sold to fluid manufacturers moves down towards the pooled 
price. This effect is generally counteracted by the removal of most of the 
Commonwealth subsidy on export milk products which tends to drive the 
producers price of nonfluid milk down. The eventual outcome in each 
state depends on the relative shares of milk sold to fluid and nonfluid 
markets and on the extent to which exports are initially subsidised. In 
South Australia about 60 percent of farm mIlk goes to fluid markets and a 
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large part of the nonfluld sales are exported as cheese, which have low 
initial subsidies. There is a larger savings from reduced fluid mllk prices 
which may be diverted to nonfluid milk and the losses of export subsidies 
are less. The fanngate price of sales to nonfluid markets rises. 

These price changes assume the current situation In which there is no 
arbitrage In milk prices between states (that Is states maintain control of 
the price structure- In spite of the abolition r.f the two price scheme). 
Were unrestricted trade permitted between states then we would expect 
that after allowing for transport costs the South Australian nonfiuid prices 
would fall to the level which. roughly. obtains in other states. 

We use the same shocks in sImulations D22 and E22 as In C22 except we 
vary the extent of the f,dl in the flUid price relative to the nonfluid price. 
In D22 we allow a premium of lOOk for fluid milk and in E22 we allow no 
premium. The results are similar to those for C22 except with larger falls 
in the price of farm milk to fluid milk manufacturers the size of output 
responses are larger. 

4.4 Effect of varying household demand and fann milk supply elasticities 

In Table 4.4 we explore the effect of changes in household demand and 
farm milk supply elastiCities on milk industry output for the Simulations 
in which the subsidy on milk exports Is reduced and there are no 
changes to the state arrangements (simulations Bl1 to B33 in Table 3.5). 
The output response of the 6 new fann milk industries, the 10 new 
manufacturing industries an aggregation of the farm milk and 
manufacturing milk industries and of all agricultural and manufactured 
food industries are shown. 

In simulations B11. B12 and B13 the farm milk supply elasticity is 
decreased from high to medium to low while the household demand 
elasticities remain constant at the high value. In B21. B22 and B23 the 
fann milk supply elasticities decrease from high to medium to low while 
the household demand elastiCities remain constant at the medium value. 
In B31. B32 and B33 the farm milk supply elasticities decrease from high 
to medium to low while the household demand elasticities remain 
constant at the low value. 
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With constant household demand the differences between the 
simulations in each set reflect only the responsiveness of farm supply to 
changes in prices. Under lower elasticities output does not respond as 
quickly to changes in export prices so output does not contract as much 
in state fann milk Industries. 

The comparison of simulations B 11. B21 and B31 show the effect of a 
change in household demand elasticity from high to medium to low. In 
these simulations the fann milk suppJ" elasticity remains constant at the 
high value. In simulations B12. B22 and 1:;32 the household demand 
elasticIties decrease from high to medium to low while the farm milk 
supply elasticIties remain constant at the medium value. In simulations 
B 13. B23 and B33 the household demand elasticities decrease from high 
to medium to 10wwh11e the fann milk supply elasticities remain constant 
at the low value. 

The effect of changing the household demand elasticIties on the output 
of the milk Industries is small. The largest effect is on the most 
consumption Oriented industry. the Ice cream indUStry. With higher 
elasticities the demand for Ice cream is greater and there are greater 
output responses (compare Bll with B21). In general the output of all 
milk industries is greater with higher demand elastiCities. 

With higher elasticities the price of farm milk falls less to maintain the 
same demand so in general prices for all state milk C(l!!:::.:~~ties are 
higher {or for most states the fall in price is less}. 

Further senSitivities of milk industry output to farm milk supply and 
household demand elasticities are reported .in Tables 4.5. In this table we 
report the sensitivities to varying elastiCities for the situation in which 
the fluid price is allowed to fall to the nonfluid price (simulations E 11 to 
E33 in Table 3.5) .. Recall from Tables 4.1 to 4.3 that this simulation 
produced the most drastic output response in the milk industries. 

The responses to changes in farm milk supply elasticities can be seen by 

comparing the output for the milk industries in Ell. E12 and E13 (for 
the Situation of high household demand elasticity). in E21. E22 and E23 
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(for the situation of medium household demand elastIclt:.yl,and inE31. 

E32 and E33 (or the situation of low household demand elasticity). In 

each of these three sets of simulation the output responses to changing 
farm milk supply elasticity are large. For instance in the first set. Ell. 

E12 and E13. Victorian output increases from a fall of 12 percent under 
high fann milk supply elasticIty to a fall of 5 percent under low farm milk 

supply elasticity. The results are qualItatively the same as for the set of 
sensitivities presented In Tables 4.4. However in these results the 
magnitudes are all much greater reflectlng the greater magnitude of the 
shocks caused by the changes to the state marketing arrangements. 

5 ConcludIDg comments 

The Simulations described here show how the milk Industries might 
respond to changes .in state and Commonwealth marketing arrangements. 
The changes to the Commonwealth arrangements are the abolition of part 
or all of the Kerin plan (ie abolition of the all milk levy) .. The changes to 
the state arrangements are the elimination of the two price schemes in 

which farm sales to fluid milk manufacturers are subsidised at the 
expense of sales to nonfluid milk manufacturers or at the expense of 
other Government spending. 

The results show that changes to the Commonwealth arrangements have 
small macroeconomic effects yet may lead to large contractions in the 
Victorian and Tasmanian farm milk industries and in the Butter and Milk 
products not elsewhere classified manufactuIing Industries. The key 
factors influencing these and other results are the highly inelastic 
domestic demand for milk and the highly elastic export demand for milk. 

A range of plausible but still inelastic household demand elasticities were 
used in sensltlvityanalysis. In general within the range used there was 
not much effect on the results. However the results were sensitive to 
varying the fann milk supply elasticities. The output response of farmers 
were muted sIgnificantly when lower elasticities were assumed. 
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Changes to the state marketlng arrangements are likely to lead to further 
large contractions in the Victorian and Tasmanian farm milk industries 
and to acontractlon in the South .t' ... ustralian farm milk industIy .. All these 
states adopt pooling arrangements in the payments to farmers. The 
changes to the arrangements In quota. states have !1tt1e effect on the 
output of farmers in New South Wales and WestemAustralia and there is 
some contraction in Queensland. 

The simulations described above and .their results assume that the 
present situation of restricted interstate trade continues. However it does 
not seem likely that restrictions on interstate trade could continue with 
such large falls in the output of the Victorian and Tasmanian industec1es .. 
Note that the ·effect on farm incomes may be generally greater than the 
effect on output since in almost all circumstances prices Callas well as 
output. Consequently the pressure to allow interstate trade would be very 
great. Further work needs to be done to examine the ·effects of allowing 
interstate trade. 
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Appendices 

1 Adaptation of OnmJ-f-m!J.k to comparative static mode 

There are two dynamic relationships in Orant-f-milk. one concerned with 
the treatment of foreign debt and one concerned with investment. These 
relationships are outlined in Parmenter (1988) and are briefly reviewed 
here. 

The handling of foreign debt 

In the most common forecasting mode nf Orani-f-milk, values are 
exogenously set for the actlve accumulation of net foreign debt at the 
start and at the end of the forecast period. For instance if we denote 
these variables by Qr where r Is the yea.. .. then. 

(Al.I) 

where t is the initial year. s is the number of years to be forecast and AQ 
Is the average annual change In active accumulation of net foreign debt (as 
a % ofGDP). 

Generally in forecasting mode it Is the reqUirement to meet some target 
value of AQ that drives the dynamic part of Orani-f-milk. The foreign debt 
module is connected with the main Orani module through AB. the 
balance of trade, which is a function of AQ and the average annual growth 
rate of real GDP. 

In comparative static mode Qt+s and Qt are exogenous and set at zero. AQ 
is determined and AB Is endogenous. 

Investment in comparative static Oranl 

Section 19 of DPSV {1982} explains how the amount of capital stock at 
the end of a period depends on the amount at the start of the period and 
the change in the rate of return over the period. The expected rate of 
return at the end of the period is the same for all industries and is 
denoted roo ie 
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(A 1. 2) 

where rrOJ Is the rate of return for Industry j at the start of the period 
and kOJ and k 1 J are the change in the capital stock at the start and the 
end of the period and P is a pa!"ameter which aampens the reactier... of 
investment (~ is less than one). 

The level of capital stock at the end of the period is related to the level at 
the start. the rate of depreciation and the level of investment. 

(AI.3) 

where dj is one minus the rate of depreciation in industry j and K and Y 
are the levels of capital stock and investment respectively. Assuming 
constant rate of depreciation this equation may be expressed in 

percentage change form. 

(A 1.4) 

where GJ is the share of capital stock in the suw of capital stock plus 

investment and y Is the percentage change in Y. 

Using equations AI.2 and AI.4 and rearranging 

Yj = A.(ITo.reo) + ko.j (A 1. 5) 

where A is a (1/~.GJ). Investment in industry j depends on the rate of 
return in industry j relative to the economy wide rate of return and the 
change in capital stock in the base period. In a short run closure of Orani 
the koJ's would be exogenous and set to zero. 

Investment in Orani-f-mllk 

The equations governing investment in Orani-f-milk start with equation 
AI.3 but with time subSCripts introduced: 



Kt+1•j = dJ KtJ + Yt•j • 

Kt+2•j = dj Kt+lJ + Yt+1•J, 
etc to 
Kt+sJ = dj Kt+S-l.j + Yt+S-1,J' 

A3 

(AI.6) 

The percentage change in K and Y. given by k and y are constant over the 
period so no longer require a time subscript. Thus. 

Kt+1,j = (l+kj) Kt,J and 
Yt+l.j = (l+YJ) Yt •j 

(A 1. 7) 

(A l. 8) 

Using the Taylor series approximation and some algebra we derive, 

(A l. 9} 

where Cj and f2J are parameters which are functions of base year capital 

and stocks and the length of time over which the accumulation occurs. 

The form of the relationship between the rate of return and capital stock 
shown in equation AI.2 above is retained in Orani-f-milk but the 
interpretation is different. Instead of constraining the capital stock at the 
start of the period relative to the end of the period in each industry it is 
constrained relative to the change in capital stock for the economy as a 
whole, I<f. kT is equal to LWj kJ where Wj is an appropriate weighting 

such as shares of base period capital stock. 

(A 1. 10) 

The time dimension on IT is dropped since the rate of return is constant 
over the forecast period In this context P might be Interpreted as a term 
to model lags in the introduction of new capital stock (it generally has a 
value of 5 and constrains the response in tndust.l:v capital stock to 
changes in indusUy rates of return). 

Using equations AI.9 and Al.lO we derive, 

(A1.II) 
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where Bj is (Cj/~)' Investment in Orani-f-milk depends on the rate of 
return in industry j relative to that for the economy, the initial economy 
wide change in capital stock and an accumulation relationship which 
depends on the initial ratio of investment to capital. depreciation and the 
length of the forecast period (represented by the tenns BJ and 12J). 

A comparitive static use of the forecasting model Is achieved with respect 
to investment by setting appropriate values for the parameters C and 12. 

We wish to simulate over the medium runl. We choose values of one for all 
Cs and set the f2s exogenously to zero. This will cause the change In 

investment to equal the change in capital stock. 

2. Method for countering Unearlsation errors 

The results shown in Tables 4.1 and 4.2 have required some adjustment 
from the results obtained from the original Orani-f-milk simulations. The 
adjustments have been undertaken to fix l1nearisatlon errors in the 
original Simulations. The problems arise in the equation determining 
exports. In the levels this equation is; 

(A2.1) 

where Pej is the foreign currency export price of commodity j. X4j Is the 
volume of exports of commodity j. y is the export demand flexibility (the 
inverse of the elasticity) and Fej is a shift term. This is expressed in 

percentage change form as. 

(A2.2) 

I, In other work the values of YJ and kJ were constrained to some steady state value. Dmon, 
Horridge and Johnson (1990) slmulated the construction and operation of a multi function 
polts (MFP). A time horizon of 25 years was used starting from a POint 1n which the average 
growth in the capital stock (ie kJ) was 3%. Over the period the change in Investment and 
capital stock was maintained at 3% Ie YJ and kj were set at 3. The values of Gj and t2j were 
detenntned with the followmg calibration. From equations 1.6 and 1.7. 
(Y IKlt = ktj+d = 3+d 
and n=25, d 15 as per the database. C1J and t2j are obtained by using equation 1.9. 
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The percentage change approximation involves an Interpretation of 
percentage change as, 

x4 = (X41-X40).lOO/X40. (A2.3) 

where the subScript 0 Indicates the initial value of X4 and the subscript I 
IndIcates the final value. Expresslng the change in a variable as a 
proportion of its base value fs a reasonable approximation for situation 
where the changes are small but this interpretation of percentage change 
does allow for changes of greater than 100 percent. In the milk export 
equations y has the value 20 so a change In pe of greater than 5 will result 
In a fall in X4 greater than 100 percent. For real variables this situation is 
unrealistlc. We can solve this problem by using the following 
Interpretation for percentage change concerning the export demand 
equation for milk. 

x4 = (X41-X40).IOO/X41. (A2.4) 

With this interpretation X4 may not decline by more than 100 percent. 

We introduce thIs interpretation for the export demand equation in a 
two-step procedure. First the Simulations are conducted using the 
interpretation of percentage change described first (that is as the ratio of 
the change in a variable to its initial value). From these simulations we 
obtain the values of pee We then calculate the expected value of x4 using 
the second definition of percentage change above. The procedure is as 
follows. 

pe = (Pel-Peol.IOO /Pel. 

where we have omitted the j subscript for clarity. 

:. Pel = 1/(I-(pe/iOOn. since Peo is one. 

X40 = (Peo)(l/Y).Feo = 1. since Feo is one. 

Using the definition for x4 above. 

x4 = (X4I-X40).lOO/X41 = IOO.((Pel)(I/YL l)/((Pel)(l/y). 

(A2.5) 
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= 100.U-U/{(100/(lOO-pe})(1/y»))). (A2.6) 

Given pe we calculate the value for x4. We rerun the simulations with x4 
exogenous and set at the levels given by the eqjuatlon above for the ten 
milk Industries. 

3. Summery of price mechanisms 

The following equations summarise the price mechanisms governing the 
modelling of milk. in Orani-f-milk. First we recall equation 2.2 elimInating 
the margins terms (for expositional purposes). The purchasers price p 1 
Is a function of the producers price pO and two tax tenns pt1 and pt2. 

p1t.J = Zli.j (pOl + pt11.j + Pt21J) (A3.l) 

ptl jJ is used to model chang~s to the Commonwealth arrangements and 
pt2t•J Is used to model chan,tf.es to the state arrangements. ptliJ is always 

exogenous and is set at whatever value is required to reduce the average 
subsidy on milk product exports from 16% to 5%. pt2tJ is endogenous 

and is explained by equation 2.4. 

(A3.2) 

As explained In section 2.1.2 for the pooling states hi is the percentage 
change in the wedge between the sube.~di5ed (the farm milk price to fluid 
manufacturers) and the unsubsidlsed prlce (the farm milk price to non
flUid manufacturers). 5 j •n and Si.r are the shares applicable to the sales of 
mllk from Industry i to nontluId and fluid manufacturing Industries 
respectively. Industry I is one of the three pooling state farm milk 
industries. The share for the sale of Victorian fann milk to the (VIctorian) 
flUid milk manufacturing industry Sv.r is the share of non -fluid farm milk 

sales in total Victorian fann milk sales. 
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hI has no particular Interpretation for the quota states but for the sake of 
consistency it is calculated in the same way as for the pooling states. Sq.f. 

where q stands for quota state and f stands for a sale to a fluid 
manufacturing Industry. is as for the pooling states but Sq.n is set at zero 
for the quota states. This ensures that the price of sales of mllk to non
fluid manufacturers will not be directly affected by the shocks. 

In simulation group A the wedge hi is endogenous and the purchasers 
price of sales to fluid milk manufacturers p It.r is exogenous and set to 

zero. This ensures no change in the farm milk price of sales to fluid 
manufacturers and the entire brunt of changes to the Commonwealth 
arrangements which are modelled in this simulation will lmpact on the 
price of rnUk to non-fluid manufacturers. 

In simulation groups B to E the wedge hi is exogenous and all p1t.j fS are 
endogenous. hi is determined by the required shock to induce the 
appropriate margin between the price of milk sold to fluid and non-fluid 
purchasers as deSCribed in section 3.2 and Table 3.2. 

The prices to fluid and nonfluid producers pOij are not defined in Orani
f-milk but their value can be interpreted from equation A3.I f 

pOi.j = pI1.j - pt1t.j (A3.3) 

The pooled price to producers in Victoria, South Australia and Tasmanla 
will be the value weighted sum of the producer prices. 



'able 3.1 Calculation of shocltS to simulate abolition of the KerJn plan based on 1989/90 data 

Fann milk industrtes 

Fluid mllk fanngate price la} 
Manufacturing mllk fanngate price (a) 

'alue of inlUallevy (b) 

Reduction In levy (Il/16ths) 

Shock to power of tax to lower levy 
reducing market support to 5% 
fluId mllk sales (e) 

nonfluid mUk sales (e) 

NSW VIC 

(1) (2) 

(1) 37.73 37.45 
(2) 22.83 25.12 

(3) 1.98 1.98 
(4) 1.36 1.36 

(5) -3.61 -3.63 
(6) -5.96 -5.42 

Irutlallevel of market support (a) (7) 
Shock to power of export tax aQ.C:' 'tng 
reducUon of market support to :'q(. id) (8) 

(a) pel'S comm David Luskin. IC 
(b) from IC. 1991 

QLD 

(3) 

41.40 
23.40 

1.98 
1.36 

-3.29 
-5.82 

(e) row 4 as a percentage of row 1 and row 4 as a pereentage of row 2 

SA WA 

(4) (5) 

39.13 37.57 
21.15 22.28 

1.98 1.98 
1.36 1.36 

-3.48 .. 3.62 
-6.44 -6.11 

(d) calculated using the formula (rrl-5)/ffl+100nCl I00 where Tl is row 1 

TAS 

(6) 

41.85 
22.70 

1.98 
1.36 

-3.25 
-6.00 

I 
Manufacturing industries. 

FlUid Butter Cheese Ice Milk 
milk cream pr nee 
(1) (8) (9) (10) (11) 

13.00 18.30 10.70 4.50 11.40 

7.08 11.24 5.15 .. 0.48 5.75 



nble 3.2 Calculation of shocks to sunulate the removal of stale mUk marketJ.ng arrangements. 1989/90 

Pooling states Quota states 
VIC SA TAS NSW QLD WA 
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) 

olume Ca ~d mllk. mUlltrs (a) (1) 449.40 150.20 47.20 536.30 315.60 164.30 
'olume of mUk sold to non-fluid man'ufact's. mlli ltrs ta) (2) 3337.60 205.80 295.80 342.70 313.40 102.70 

Fluid milk f~ate price. cents/Itr (a) (3) 37.45 39.13 41.85 37.73 41.40 37.57 
Manufacturing milk fanngate price. cents/ltr (a) (4) 25.12 21.15 22.70 22.83 23.40 22.28 

Share of sales to Fluid milk industry. % (b) (5) 16.72 57.45 22.73 72.12 64.05 72.96 
Share of sales to non-fluid milk tndustty. % (b) (6) 83.28 42.55 17.27 27.88 35.95 27.04 

SituaUon 1: 20% premium for fluid price 
Pooling: power of tax shock to fluid price (cl (7) -16.79 -18.73 -29.30 

power of tax shock to non-fluid pl1ce (c) (8) 3.37 25.29 '1.62 
Value ofwedge-h In equation 2.4 (d) (9) -0.20 -0.44 J.38 .. 0.98 -0.89 -1.07 

Quota: power of tax shock to flUid price (e) (I 0) -27.39 -32.17 .. 28.84 

Situation 2: 10% premium for Fluid price 
Poolin~: power of tax shock to flUid prir "! (c) (11) -22.83 -22.49 -34.31 

power of tax shock to non-fluid (lrlce tel (12) 4.58 30.37 10.09 
Value of~e-h In equation 2.4 (d) (I3) -0.27 -0.53 -0.44 -1.20 -1.05 -1.29 

Quota: power of tax shock to flUid price (e) (14) -33.44 -37.83 -34.77 

SltuaUon 3: Equalised flUid and non-fluid price 
Pool1nl:t: power of tax shock to fluid price (c) (15) -29.02 -26.56 -39.46 

power of tax shock to non-fluid price (e) (16) 5.82 35.87 11.61 
Value ofwedge-h in equation 2.4 (d) (17) -0.35 -0.62 -0.51 -1.42 -1.21 -1.50 

Quota: power of tax shock to fluid price (e) (18) -39.49 -43.48 -40.70 

(a) pers comm. David Luskin. IC 
(b) rows 5 & 6 are the shares of the product of rows 1 & 3 and 2 & 4 in the sum of the products of rows 1 & 3 and rows 2 & 4 
(e) row 7.8.11.12.14 & 15 are calculated using (val(man+fluld)/ ("IOl(man)+(vol(fluid)/A))pr(man)-U*100 
where A is the fluid mllk premium 
(d) row for fluid m1lk tax shock divided by row for non-fluid mUk share eg row 9 is row 7 divided by row 6 
(e) the power of the tax is 1 less the raUo of row 4 Urnes A to row 3 by 100 le (l .. (A.pr(man)/pr(fluld)))*l00 
h~. __ ~_~yet A is the fluid nrlce nrem1um. 



Ie 3.3: Calculation of appropriate margtnal budget shares I 
FlUid nillk commodity Manufactured milk commodities 

NSW -le Qld SA WA Tas Butter Cheese Ice crm Mllk pr 
nec 

Consumption of 
Domestic commodity (a) (1) 254.90 223.90 160.00 62.30 54.70 19.00 125.30 192.60 139.90 132.30 
Imported commodity (a) (2) 0.63 0.56 0.40 0.15 0.14 0.05 0.60 21.05 0.00 1.43 
:verage budget share (b) (3) 51 0.0040 0.0036 0.0025 0.0010 0.0009 0.0003 0.0020 0.0034 0.0022 0.0021 

Budget share by Frisch par. (c) (4) S1.F -0.0074 -0.0065 -0.0046 -0.0018 -0.0016 -0.0005 -0.0036 -0.0062 -0.0040 -0.0039 

High own price household demand elasticity 
Desired own price elastlclty (d) (5) zl -0.20 -0.20 -0.20 -0.20 -0.20 -0.20 -0.60 -0.60 -0.60 -0.60 

ppr. marginal budget share (e) (6) bl -0.0015 -0.0013 -0.0009 -0.0004 -0.0003 -0.0001 -0.0022 -0.003') -0.0024 -0.0023 

High own price household demand elasticity 
Desired own price elasticity (d) (7) zl -0.15 -0.15 -0.15 -0.15 -0.15 .. 0.15 -0.25 .. 0.25 -0.25 -0.25 

,ppr. marginal bud~et share (e) (8) b1 -0.0011 -0.0010 -0.0007 -O.OOO~ -0.0002 -0.0001 -0.0009 -0.0015 -0.0010 .. 0.0010 

Low own price household demand elastlcity 
Desired own price elastlclty (d) (9) zl -0.10 -0.10 -0.10 -0.10 -0.10 -0.10 -0.20 -0.20 -0.20 -0.20 

,ppr. m~1nal budget share (el (10) bi -0.0007 -0.0006 "0.0005 -0.0002 -0.0002 -0.0001 -0.0007 -0.0012 -0.0008 -0.0008 

(a) from Table 3.6 Johnson (l991) 
(b) the sum of rows 1 and 2 diVided by total consumptlon ($63132mtll) 
(c) row 5 multlplled by the Frisch parameter (-1.82) 
(d) from sectlon !i.3 
(el using fonnula bl = -0.5.((SI.F .. 1)+((( Sl.F-U/St.F)"2+(4.zi/St.F1)"0.5). 
where 7J. is defined in rows 3, 5 and 7 and Shi is row 3 and F is -1.82 



'able 3.4: Calculation of appropriate prlmary factor substitution elasticities 

State 
NSW Victotla ~ueensland SA WA Tasmania 

nta1tnputs of fixed factors (land) (a) (1) 41.60 135.60 36.20 16.80 13.70 8.90 
btal primary factors (al (2) 120.30 392.30 104.20 48.60 39.60 25.70 
btat costs (al (3) 157.00 519.50 137.90 63.90 51.90 33.80 

Share of: 
Primary factors 1n total costs (h) (4) Spf 0.77 0.76 0.76 0.76 0.76 0.76 
Fixed factors in total primary factors (cl (5) SIT 0.35 0.35 0.35 0.35 0.35 0.35 

High fann mnk supply elasticity (d) (6) qt 3.16 3.21 3.18 3.19 3.17 3.18 
.pproprlate factor substitution elastlcity (e) (7) 5j 1.28 1.28 1.28 1.28 1.28 1.28 

Medium fann mnk supply elasticity (d) (8) qj 1.50 1.50 1.50 1.50 1.50 1.50 
.pproprlate factor substitution elastiCity (el (9) ~f 0.61 0.60 0.60 0.60 0.61 0.60 

Low farm milk supply elasUcity (d) (10) ql 0.50 0.50 0.50 0.50 0.50 0.50 
.pproprtate factor substitUtiot4 elastlclty (e) (11) ~j 0.20 0.20 0.20 0.20 0.20 0.20 

(a) from Table 3.6 Johnson (1991) 
(h) row 2 divided by row 3 
(c) row 1 divided by tow 2 
(d) from sectlon 3.3 
(e) usltlJ! Connula si = 



..------------- -----------
able 3.5: Proposed Oran1~f~ml1k simulations 

Cottilnonwealth atTangements (all simulations) 
Market Support Payment (MSP) 5% of export prices 

Slate arrangements 

(1) New fluid milk prices 70% above nonfluid prices 
Fann price to flUid mnk manufacturers constant 

(2) New fluid tnllk prices 700{, above new non-fluId prices 
Fann price to fluid milk manufacturers adjust 

(3) New fluid mllk prices 200u above new nOIl-fluld prices 
Fann price to fluid milk manufacturers adjust 

(4) New fluid mtlk prices 10% above non-fluid prices 
Fann price to flUid tnllk manufacturers adjust 

(5) New non·fluid tn1lk prices equal to non-flUid prices 
Fann price to flUid mUk manufacturers adjust 

Fann milk 
supply 

elasticities 

medium 

high 
medium 

low 

medtuIll. 

medium 

hIgh 
medium 

low 

------ -_._------.., 

Household demand elastlclties 
high medium low 

Bli 
B12 
B13 

Ell 
E12 
El3 

A22 

1321 
B22 
B23 

C22 

022 

E21 
E22 
E23 

B31 
B32 
B33 

E31 
E32 
E33 

;Ie 



rrahle-ii.i Macroeconomic and industry results, percentage~h;;g;~~er -u~;hock;d~~te -

Simulation number 
A22 B22 C22 022 E22 

Endogenous van able 
Real devaluation C) 0.06 0.09 0.23 0.26 0.29 

yerage wages (2) 0.04 0.05 0.15 0.18 0.20 
Capital stocks (3) 0.00 0.00 0.04 0.05 0.06 
Real GOP (4) 0.01 0.01 0.03 0.03 0.04 
Real consumption (5) 0.02 0.02 0.07 0.08 0.09 
Real investment (6) 0.00 -0.02 0.20 0.22 0.25 

'olume of exports (7) -0.06 -0.06 -0.02 -0.02 -0.02 
'olume of imports (8) -0.03 -0.05 -0.02 -0.02 -0.02 
'erms of trade (9) 0.02 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 

(10) -0.13 -0.17 -0.23 -0.24 -0.26 
(11) 0.11 0.15 0.38 0.43 0.47 
(12) 0.09 0.04 -0.04 -0.07 -0.09 
(13) 0.03 0.05 0.11 0.12 0.13 
(14) 0.01 0.02 0.09 0.10 0.11 
Un) 0.02 0.03 0.10 0.11 0.13 
(16) -0.02 -0.02 0.18 0.20 0.23 
(17) 0.04 0.06 0.24 0.27 0.30 

ansequip (18) 0.04 0.06 0.19 0.21 0.24 
Oth machinery (19) 0.00 -0.01 0.13 0.15 0.17 
Other manufacturing (20) 0.01 0.01 0.09 0.10 0.11 
Utilities (21) 0.00 0.01 0.04 0.05 0.05 
Construction (22) 0.00 -0.01 0.19 0.22 0.24 
Communications & '1 'ransport (23) 0.00 0.00 0.05 0.06 0.06 
Services (24) 0.01 0.01 -0.07 -0.08 -0.09 
Fann milk (25) -2.11 -2.82 -4.55 -4.97 -5.43 
Manufacturing milk (26) 0.19 -0.53 -2.54 -3.00 -3.49 



_._--
Table 4.2 Milk industry output, percentage change o""er unshocked state 

Simulation number 
A22 B22 C22 022 E22 

Output of industIy; 
NSW farm milk ( 1) 0.19 0.11 0.33 0.38 0.43 

(2) -4.14 -5.20 -7.87 -8.55 -9.26 
(3) 0.30 -0.50 -0.68 -0.75 -0.82 
(4) 1.84 1.11 -1.65 -2.19 -2.73 
(5) 0.26 0.16 0.29 0.31 0.33 
(6) -0.43 -1.57 -5.30 -6.12 -6.97 
(7) -2.11 -2.82 -4.55 -4.97 -5.43 

rlculture and forestry (8) 0.19 -0.17 -0.23 -0.24 -0.26 

NSW fluid milk (9) 0.04 0.21 1.4:3 1.71 1.98 
Ic fluid milk (10) 0.02 0.36 1.22 1.50 1.81 

QId fluid milk (11) 0.01 0.22 1.93 2.24 2.55 
SA fluid milk (12) 0.01 0.17 1.45 1.71 1.98 

'A fluid milk (13) 0.01 0.19 1.70 2.01 2.31 
as fluid milk (14) 0.00 0.25 1.84 2.11 2.43 

Butter (15) -22.31 -23.69 -25.42 -26.11 -26.90 
Cheese (16) 3.81 2.13 -4.91 -6.30 -7.70 
Ice cream (17) 0.50 0.47 0.41 0.38 0.35 
Milk products nec (18) 5.59 4.11 2.28 1.54 0.67 
Manufacturing milk (19) 0.19 -0.53 -2.54 -3.00 -3.49 
Food (20) 0.09 0.04 -0.04 -0.12 -(l.09 



--------------.--- -- ~--~--- ----.----«-~------- .. ----
iTable 4.3 Producer and purchaser prices for fann milk. percentage change over unshocked state 

Simulation number 
A22 B22 C22 D22 E22 

Prices of; purch. prod purch. prod purch. prod purch. prod purch. prod 
NSW fann milk 
fluid sales ( 1) 0.00 3.61 -3.19 0.42 -27.60 -23.99 -33.08 -29.47 -38.56 -34.95 
nonfluid sales (2) -5.27 0.69 -5.32 0.64 -5.04 0.92 -4.97 0.99 -4.91 1.05 

Ic farm milk 
fluid sales (3) 0.00 3.63 -7.37 -3.74 -24.41 -20.78 -30.19 -26.56 -36.74 -33.11 
nonfluid sales (4) -9.49 -4.07 -8.99 -3.57 -7.96 -2.54 -7.41 -1.99 -6.74 -1.32 
pooled price (5) -2.78 -3.60 -5.59 -6.09 -6.63 
QId farm milk 
fluid sales (6) 0.00 3.29 -3.39 -0.10 -32.34 -29.05 -37.56 -34.27 -42.69 -39.40 
nonfluid sales (7) -5.52 0.30 -5.67 0.15 -5.71 0.11 -5.74 0.08 -5.77 0.05 
SA farm milk 
fluid sales (8) 0.00 3.48 -2.28 1.20 -21.29 -17.81 -25.15 -21.67 -29.02 -25.54 
nonfluid sales (9) -6.il -0.27 -4.96 1.48 15.80 22.24 20.06 26.50 24.33 30.77 
pooled price (10) 1.88 1.32 -0.77 -1.17 -1.58 
WAfann milk 
fluid sales ( 11) 0.00 3.62 -3.16 0.46 -29.11 -25.49 -34.44 -30.82 -39.54 -35.92 
nonfluid sales ( 12) -5.34 0.77 -5.41 0.70 -5.22 0.89 -5.17 0.94 -5.14 0.97 

(13) 0.00 3.25 -4.19 -0.94 -33.53 -30.28 -38.35 -35.10 -43.87 -40.62 
(14) -6.76 -0.76 -6.67 -0.67 -1.68 4.32 -1.08 4.92 -0.28 5.72 
( 15) 0.15 -0.73 -3.55 -4.17 -4.81 



~le 4.4 SensItivity of n1ilk industry ·~~tputi~-hous;h~id·-d~m~d -and i~ milk supply elasticities 
percentage changes over unshocked state 

Simulation number 
B11 B12 B13 B21 B22 B23 B31 B32 B33 

NSW farm milk (1) -0.07 0.25 0.56 -0.23 0.11 0.46 -0.30 0.05 0.42 
Ie farm milk (2) -7.09 -5.02 -2.30 -7.36 -5.20 -2.31 -7.41 -5.24 -2.31 

QId farm milk (3) -0.84 -0.03 0.16 -1.04 -0.50 0.04 -1.09 -0.55 0.01 
SA farm milk (4) 0.16 1.15 1.90 0.05 1.11 1.99 0.00 1.09 2.02 
~fann milk (5) 0.00 0.31 0.55 -0.17 0.16 0.45 -0.19 0.15 0.45 

(6) -3.31 -1.48 0.55 -3.49 -1.57 0.61 -3.51 -1.57 0.65 
(7) -4.04 -2.66 -0.94 -4.26 -2.82 -0.98 -4.31 -2.86 -0.99 

rlculture & for'y (8) -0.23 -0.15 -0.06 -0.25 -0.17 -0.07 -0.25 -0.18 -0.07 

NSW fluid milk (9) 0.28 0.27 0.19 0.22 0.21 0.16 0.14 0.14 0.11 
lc fluid milk (10) 0.39 0.45 0.50 0.31 0.36 0.39 0.20 0.23 0.25 

QId fluid milk ( 11) 0.27 0.26 0.21 0.22 0.22 0.18 0.16 0.16 0.14 
SA fluid milk (12) 0.29 0.22 -0.05 0.22 0.17 -0.05 0.15 0.12 -0.04 

'A fluid milk (13) 0.29 0.27 0.17 0.21 0.19 0.13 0.20 0.19 0.13 
as fluid milk (14) 0.25 0.24 0.13 0.25 0.25 0.12 0.26 0.25 0.12 

Butter (15) -26.54 -23.48 -18.80 -26.84 -23.69 -18.77 -26.88 -23.70 -18.73 
Cheese (16) 0.10 2.17 3.97 -0.07 2.13 4.13 -0.08 2.15 4.18 
Ice cream (17) 1.09 1.17 1.20 0.41 0.47 0.50 0.31 0.37 0.40 
Milk products nec (18) 1.10 4.37 9.31 0.73 4.11 9.31 0.68 4.09 9.35 
Manufacturing milk ( 19) -1.61 -0.32 1.23 -1.88 -0.53 1.13 -1.94 -0.58 1.11 
Food (201 -0.02 0.07 0.17 -0.05 0.04 0.15 -0.05 0.04 0.14 



-----... _----_ .. _--------
able 4.5 Sensitivity of milk industry output to household demand and fann rrJIk supply elasticities 

percentage change in value G~/er unshocked state 

Simulation number 
Ell E12 E13 E21 E22 E23 E31 E32 E33 

NSW farm milk ( 1) 0.49 0.96 1.50 -0.07 0.43 1.05 -0.50 -0.05 0.62 
(2) -12.12 -9.10 -4.60 -12.31 -9.26 -4.64: -12.41 -9.34 -4.65 
(3) -1.08 -0.33 0.57 -1.58 -0.82 0.17 -2.00 -1.23 -0.19 
(4) -3.97 -2.48 -0.69 -4.26 -2.73 -0.81 -4.55 -2.99 -0.98 
(5) 0.61 1.06 1.51 -0.15 0.33 0.89 -0.17 0.32 0.91 
(61 -9.65 -6.99 -3.31 -9.69 -6.97 -3.14 -9.66 -6.90 -2.99 
(7) -7.15 -5.13 -2.22 -7.48 -5.43 2.41 -7.69 -5.62 -2.54 

riculture & forty (8) -0.35 -0.23 -0.07 -0.38 -0.26 -0.10 -0.39 -0.28 -0.11 

(9) 2.65 2.63 2.46 1.99 1.98 1.88 1.32 1.31 1.27 
(10) 2.18 2.31 2.46 1.71 1.81 1.93 1.08 1.14 1.21 
( 11) 3.23 3.21 3.10 2.55 2.55 2.49 1.87 1.87 1.85 
(12) 2.55 2.58 2.53 1.95 1.98 1.94 1.34 1.36 1.34 
(13) 3.39 3.34 3.10 2.33 2.31 2.20 2.32 2.29 2.18 
(14) 2.33 2.42 2.52 2.34 2.43 2.51 2.34 2.43 2.49 

Butter (15) -31.17 -26.77 -19.64 -31.34 -26.90 -19.61 -31.32 -26.85 -19.52 
Cheese (16) -10.76 -7.81 -4.15 -10.73 -7.70 -3.81 -10.69 -7.59 -3.55 
Icecream (17) 0.77 0.95 1.11 0.24 0.35 0.44 0.16 0.26 0.36 
Milk products nec (18) -4.00 0.85 8.59 -4.20 0.67 8.54 -4.19 0.71 8.60 
Manufacturtng milk (19) -5.08 -3.19 -0.53 -5.40 -3.49 -0.73 -5.59 -3.66 -0.84 
Food (20) -0.20 -0.06 0.12 -0.23 -0.09 0.09 -0.25 -0.28 0.08 


